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Abstract 

 

Solar energy is most abundantly available on earth surface and it’s a constant stream of energy, and is directly available as fuel 

for Generation of electrical power. Solar energy uses is increasing day to day in large quantity now a day, applications like solar 

based Lighting system, solar cooking applications, water heating etc. For STEAM GENERATION SYSTEM, which is new 

concept because with the use of Evacuated tube and Fresnel lens we adapt very High concentrated focused thermal heat which 

uses to produce superheated steam. Also there are no losses of solar rays. 
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All good engineering design starts with a clear understanding of the project’s needs, budgetary constraints, material constraints, 

performance tolerances, and criteria for judging the effectiveness and success of the final product. Once all of these design 

specifications are clearly understood, the process of actually designing the product may begin. (Note that in the “real world” any 

or all of these specifications usually change many times throughout the design process. For Design of Solar Thermal power plant 

we will clearly define but are likely to change during we work on the project.) One possible approach to producing a solar power 

plant would be to design and build an actual power plant prototype, within the limits of the design criteria. 

 The design contains mainly solar evacuated tubes as per the capacity of the plant. Into the each tube continuously copper tube 

with small diameter are pass in appropriate way. The Fresnel lens is the lens that collect and point focus the sunrays at one point. 

A Fresnel lens is originally developed by French physicist Augustin-Jean. The collected rays are focused at the evacuated tubes 

and the collector of that tube. The collector is made of glass for high capacity and for aluminum foil for moderate capacity. This 

higher temperature rays are allows converting water in to superheated steam in the copper tube at the end. And these steam uses 

for the gas turbine for the purpose of power generation.  

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 Linear Concentrating Systems: 

Linear concentrating systems collect the sun's energy using long, rectangular, curved (U-shaped) mirrors. The mirrors focus 

sunlight onto receivers (tubes) that run the length of the mirrors. The concentrated sunlight heats a fluid flowing through the 

tubes. The fluid is sent to a heat exchanger to boil water in a conventional steam-turbine generator to produce electricity. There 

are two major types of linear concentrator systems: parabolic trough systems, where receiver tubes are positioned along the focal 

line of each parabolic mirror, and linear Fresnel reflector systems, where one receiver tube is positioned above several mirrors to 

allow the mirrors greater mobility in tracking the sun. A linear concentrating collector power plant has a large number, or field, 

of collectors in parallel rows that are typically aligned in a north-south orientation to maximize solar energy collection. This 

configuration enables the mirrors to track the sun from east to west during the day and concentrate sunlight continuously onto the 

receiver tubes. 

 Parabolic Troughs: 

A parabolic trough collector has a long parabolic-shaped reflector that focuses the sun's rays on a receiver pipe located at the 

focus of the parabola. The collector tilts with the sun to keep sunlight focused on the receiver as the sun moves from east to west 

during the day. Because of its parabolic shape, a trough can focus the sunlight from 30 times to 100 times its normal intensity 

(concentration ratio) on the receiver pipe, located along the focal line of the trough, achieving operating temperatures higher than 

750°F. Parabolic trough linear concentrating systems are used in the longest operating solar thermal power facility in the world, 

the Solar Energy Generating System (SEGS), which has nine separate plants and is located in the Mojave Desert in California. 

The first plant, SEGS 1, has operated since 1984, and the last SEGS plant that was built, SEGS IX, began operation in 1990. 

With a combined electricity generation capacity of 354 megawatts (MW), the SEGS facility is one of the largest solar thermal 
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electric power plants in the world. In addition to the SEGS, many other parabolic trough solar power projects operate in the 

United States and around the world. The three largest projects in the United States after SEGS are 

 Mojave Solar Project: a 280 MW project in Barstow, California 

 Solana Generating Station: a 280 MW project in Gila Bend, Arizona 

 Genesis Solar Energy Project: a 250 MW project in Blythe, California 

 Linear Fresnel Reflectors: 

Linear Fresnel reflector (LFR) systems are similar to parabolic trough systems in that mirrors (reflectors) concentrate sunlight 

onto a receiver located above the mirrors. These reflectors use the Fresnel lens effect, which allows for a concentrating mirror 

with a large aperture and short focal length. These systems are capable of concentrating the sun's energy to approximately 30 

times its normal intensity. The only operating linear Fresnel reflector system in the United States is a compact linear Fresnel 

reflector (CLFR)—also referred to as a concentrating linear Fresnel reflector—a type of LFR technology that has multiple 

absorbers within the vicinity of the mirrors. Multiple receivers allow the mirrors to change their inclination to minimize how 

much they block adjacent reflectors' access to sunlight. This positioning improves system efficiency and reduces material 

requirements and costs. 

III. DESIGN & DESCRIPTION 

 Evacuated Glass Tube Collector:  

Material Used: The Concentric Borosilicate glass tube with coefficient of thermal expansion (3.3×10-6°C) 
Table - 1 

Sr.No. Specifications  

1 Lenghth 1800mm 

2 Outer DIA. 125mm 

3 Inner DIA. 95mm 

4 Weight 4kg 

5 Material Tempered Glass 

6 Selective Coating CU\SS\AL N 

7 Absorbtance 95% 

8 Emmisivity 5% 

9 Vaccume 5X10-3 PA 

10 Thermal Expansion 3.3X10-6 DEG 'C 

11 Heat Loss 0.8W/M2DEG'C 

 
Fig. 1 

 Each evacuated tube consists of two glass tubes made from extremely strong borosilicate glass. The outer tube is transparent 

and allows sunlight to pass through with minimal reflection. The inner tube is coated with an aluminum nitride (Al-N/Al) 

coating.  This selective surface is excellent at absorbing solar radiation with minimal reflection losses.  During the manufacturing 

process, the air contained in the space between the two layers of glass is pumped out, while the top of the tubes are exposed to 

high temperatures.  This fuses the two tubes together into a single evacuated tube.  This "evacuation" of the gasses forms a 

vacuum, which is the most important factor in achieving the high performance of the evacuated tubes. The insulation properties 

are so good that while the inside of the tube may be 150oC / 304oF, the outer tube remains within a few degrees of the ambient 

air temperature. This means that evacuated tube water heaters can perform well even in cold weather, when oriented toward True 

South, a passive tracking effect is achieved in the collector due to the round absorption surface, meaning the collector is 
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absorbing the sun's radiant energy throughout the day and not just when the sun is directly overhead.  In an East West 

orientation, a similar effect is achieved as the sun rises and falls across the sky over the course of the year. 

 Fresnel lens: 

The Fresnel lens is mainly used in light house. The design allows the construction of lenses of large aperture and short focal 

length without the mass and volume of material that would be required by a lens of conventional design. A Fresnel lens can be 

made much thinner than a comparable conventional lens, in some cases taking the form of a flat sheet. A Fresnel lens can capture 

more oblique light from a light source, thus allowing the light from a lighthouse equipped with one to be visible over greater 

distances. 

 
Fig. 2 

 The Fresnel lens reduces the amount of material required compared to a conventional lens by dividing the lens into a set of 

concentric annular sections. An ideal Fresnel lens would have infinitely many such sections. In each section, the overall 

thickness is decreased compared to an equivalent simple lens. This effectively divides the continuous surface of a standard lens 

into a set of surfaces of the same curvature, with stepwise discontinuities between them. Fresnel lens design allows a substantial 

reduction in thickness (and thus mass and volume of material).Fresnel lenses are usually made of glass or plastic; their size 

varies from large to small. In many cases they are very thin and flat, almost flexible, with thicknesses in the 1 to 5 mm (0.039 to 

0.197 in) range. Total internal reflection was often used to avoid the light loss in reflection from a silvered mirror. 

         
            Fig. 3: 1.Fresnel lens  2.Magnifying lens     Fig. 4: How a spherical Fresnel lens collimates light 

 Reflector: 

A method of manufacturing monolithic glass reflectors for concentrating sunlight in a solar energy system is disclosed. the 

disclosed method of manufacturing is capable of high production rate sufficiently fast to accommodate the output of a 

conventional float glass production line so that monolithic glass reflector can be produced as quickly  as float glass production 

can make sheet of float glass to be used in process.  

 Copper Tube: 

Copper tubing is most often used for supply of hot water. There are two basic types of copper tubing, soft copper and rigid 

copper. Copper tubing is joined using flare connection, compression connection, or solder. Copper offers a high level of 

corrosion resistance. Soft (or ductile) copper tubing can be bent easily to travel around obstacles in the path of the tubing. While 
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the work hardening of the drawing process used to size the tubing makes the copper hard or rigid, it is carefully annealed to make 

it soft again; it is therefore more expensive to produce than non-annealed, rigid copper tubing. Soft copper is the most popular 

choice for refrigerant lines in split-system air conditioners and heat pumps. 

 
Fig. 5 

 Three Way Valves: 

Three way valves is a constant flow rate valve used for either mixing or diverting application. In these valves, the total flow rate 

remains constant. In applications where three way valves are employed, the liquid circuit will naturally split into two separate 

loops, constant and variable flow rate. They are often used in bypass arrangements in steam generating plants and process 

applications where they can save users thousands of dollars by eliminating conventional gate valves. Three way valves are 

designed to handle high pressure applications such as boiler feed water service in steam power plants. All Valves can be serviced 

in the field without removing them from the pipeline. Replaces two gate valves, one tee fitting, and eliminates four welded 

connections. 

 Feed Water Pump: 

Large industrial condensate pumps may also serve as the feed water pump. In either case, to force the water into the boiler, the 

pump must generate sufficient pressure to overcome the steam pressure developed by the boiler. A means had to be provided, of 

course, to put the initial charge of water into the boiler (before steam power was available to operate the steam-powered feed 

water pump). The pump was often a positive displacement pump that had steam valves and cylinders at one end and feed water 

cylinders at the other end; no crankshaft was required. 

 Reheater: 

In this design reheater is made of copper sheet shell and this will also have been focused under the high temperature solar rays 

collected from secondary fresnel lens. Power station may have a reheater section containing tubes heated by hot gases outside the 

tubes. Exhaust steam from the high-pressure turbine is passed through these heated tubes to collect more energy before driving 

the intermediate and then low-pressure turbines. 

 Steam Turbine Generator: 

The turbine generator consists of a series of steam turbines interconnected to each other and a generator on a common shaft. 

There is usually a high-pressure turbine at one end, followed by an intermediate-pressure turbine, and finally one, two, or three 

low-pressure turbines, and the generator. As steam moves through the system and loses pressure and thermal energy, it expands 

in volume, requiring increasing diameter and longer blades at each succeeding stage to extract the remaining energy. 

 Superheater: 

Power stations often have a superheater section in the steam generating unit. The steam passes through drying equipment inside 

the steam drum on to the superheater, a set of tubes in the Unit. Here the steam picks up more energy from hot gases outside the 

tubing, and its temperature is now superheated above the saturation temperature. The superheated steam is then piped through the 

main steam lines to the valves before the high-pressure turbine. 

 Economizer: 

Economizers are mechanical devices intended to reduce energy consumption, or to perform useful function such as preheating a 

fluid. The term economizer is used for other purposes as well. Boiler, power plant, heating, Refrigeration, ventilating, and air 

conditioning uses are discussed in this article. In simple terms, an economizer is a heat exchanger. 
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 Condenser: 

Condenser is a device used to condense a substance from its gaseous to its liquid state, by cooling it. In so doing, the latent heat 

is given up by the substance and transferred to the surrounding environment. 

 Hot Water Tank: 

A hot water storage tank (also called a hot water tank, thermal storage tank, hot water thermal storage unit, heat storage tank and 

hot water cylinder) is a water tank used for storing hot water for space heating. 

 Cold Water Tank: 

A cold water storage tank is a water tank used for storing cold water for supply as supplementary water. 

IV. WORKING DETAIL 

With the Help of Fresnel lens solar rays are collected and focused at one point or unit. so we required large Fresnel lens for high 

capacity plant. This very high temperature rays are bombard on the evacuated tube and reflector. Application of this glass 

reflector is to reflect the rays on to the tube. Now inside the evacuated tube one or two or three (according to capacity) the copper 

tubes are placed. And inside this tube normal water is circulated. 

 Because of five evacuated tube and ten pass of copper tube water inside the copper tube get very high temperature and at the 

end of last tube water get converted in to super-heated steam. 

 
Fig. 6 

 Now as shown in figure hot steam from copper tubes is flow in HP Steam turbine from reheater. HP and LP steam turbine are 

connected to utilization of more kinetic energy of steam.  

 The supply of LP turbine is bleed from the main pipe and outlet is connected with reheater. This reheater is also modified as 

material is used as black coated copper to collect more heat of sunrays with the help of Fresnel lens. So we get super-heated 

steam and this superheated steam is used for heating of cold water coming from outdoor source or water tank. Because of it the 

water may get warm and help to achieve boiling point. So it’s useful for main unit to convert water from steam. 

 Condenser is devise which is used where useful water source is not available and its help as working for closed system. 

Condenser condenses the steam and converts back in to water. 

 And if open water source like river, pond etc is available the we neglect the condenser. Feed pump is feed this cold water to 

the main evacuated unit. In this path the bleeded hot steam from reheater apply to warm this water. One another pump is placed 

in between economizer and main unit which is pump water to cold storage tank. If sometime lake of water flow takes place then 

this storage water tank can fulfill the required amount of water to the system. And one hot storage tank is also necessary because 

its can help cold water to get higher temperature and unused water will be stored at hot tank. Nut mainly this storage tank is only 

use if water source is not available for few time. 
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V. ADVANTAGES & APPLICATIONS 

 Advantages: 

 Efficiency (η) is more than all previous models. 

 Initial Installation cost is Minimum as compare to steam power plant or nuclear power plant. 

 Volume occupied is Minimum. 

 Max. Temperature is very high. 

 Heating from all directions leading to fast preheating. 

 Fresnel lens covered Evacuated tube absorbs heat very efficiently from all directions supported by reflector to absorb 

maximum of solar heat.  

 Copper tubes are allow to collect maximum heat and its do not create pressure difference.  

 Vacuum jacket minimizes the heat loss leading to fast and efficient heating and boiling with high pressure. 

 The tube can hold pressure up to 1MPa.  

 Very less chance of accident as the coefficient of thermal expansion 3.3*10-6 °C. 

 Applications: 

 Solar cells make absolutely no noise at all. They do not make a single peep while extracting useful energy from the sun. On 

the other hand, the giant machines utilized for pumping oil are extremely noisy and therefore very impractical. 

 Solar energy creates absolutely no pollution. This is perhaps the most important advantage that makes solar energy so much 

more practical than oil or coal. Oil burning releases harmful greenhouses gases, carcinogens and carbon dioxide into our 

precious air. 

 Very little maintenance is required to keep solar unit running. There are no moving parts in a solar system, which makes it 

impossible to really hurt them. Solar unit tend to last a good long time with only an annual cleaning to worry about. 

 Solar system may seem quite expensive when you first purchase it, but in the long run you will find yourself saving quite a 

great deal of money. After all, it does not cost anything to harness the power of the sun. Unfortunately, paying for oil and 

coal is an expensive prospect and the cost is still rising consistently. Why pay for expensive energy when you can harness it 

freely? 

 Solar powered units and products are typically extremely easy to install. Wires, cords and power sources are not needed at 

all, making this an easy prospect to employ. Solar power technology is improving consistently over time, as people begin to 

understand all of the benefits offered by this incredible technology. As our oil or coal reserves decline, it is important for us 

to turn to alternative sources for energy. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

In near future means by which major portion electrical energy generated today may not fulfill the increasing demand. Hence it is 

essential to utilized non-conventional energies to generate electricity with higher efficiency. In solar electricity generation this 

increase in efficiency is possible by solar power plant.  Further research work will be suggested towards reducing the material 

cost, assured ease in operations and towards obtaining the preferred essential requirements. This is an ideal model so it can work 

for small capacity. But when we use actually this unit improvement is required. That improvement depends on Fresnel lens 

weight, size of mechanism that all are calculating otherwise it cannot work properly. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Thermal energy obtained from Solar thermal power plant can be utilized for working of any mechanical instruments like turbine 

and all and it can directly convert kinetic energy to mechanical energy. This phenomenon can be successfully applied for off-

place where power and transportation of coal or any other fuels is not available. Today there is a problem of conventional energy 

and cost of conventional fuel is increasing day to day. They also polluting the environment and temperature of earth is also 

increasing so it is very good solution that solar energy can also be utilized. Thus use of non-conventional energy source instead 

of conventional energy source is possible. 
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